- VARIETY OF HOW DUAL CREDITS ARE ORGANIZED & RUN IS SO VAST THAT IT IS DIFFICULT TO STANDARDIZE THE WEB SITE
- NEED ARE VERY DIFFERENT

  - HOUR REPUBLIC
  - submit hours
  - journals
  - community hours
  - student submit to hour to employer, who validates

= TEC ALLOWS YOUR OFFICE TO BE IN YOUR CAR

ORGANIZATIONAL TOOLS
  - EVERNOTE
  - SCHEDULE
  - SPARK
  - FROM THE NECK UP
  - MENTAL HEALTH
BLACKBOARD SYSTEM

ON-LINE REGISTRATION NEEDS TO BE MERCED

DUAL CREDIT STUDENTS ACCESS COLLEGE SYSTEM

- ELECTRONIC SIGNATURES

STUDENTS WITHOUT ACCESS TO INTERNET - CHALLENGE

- ACCESS @ COLLEGE BUT TAKES A LONG TIME TO GET PASSWORDS

- CHROME BOOKS ARE CHEAPER - GET A CLASS SET (200+40 INLE OF 400)

- EVERYTHING SUBMITTED ON-LINE - CAUSES SOME STUDENTS EXTRA ANXIETY.

- USE GOOGLE DRIVE

- ALLOW STUDENTS TO COMPLETE ASSIGNMENTS BY DICTION

"REMIND" - MASS TEXTING

- GOOGLE APPS TO POST ASSIGNMENTS

ACCESS BY PHONE
- Multiple platforms to keep students on track
- Weekly I texting
- All these apps can be used to facilitate communication between staff
- Use or create
- "Buddy" students to keep them on track
- Get students in non-Maryland get an iPad - 7-12
- Tweets from graduate students to new students
- Peer support are a great motivator
- Board cell phone for instructor protect privacy
- "Put out fires as they happen"
- Microsoft messenger
- Create a Facebook page
FREE TEXTING
"TEXT NOW"? Wi-Fi based "Fongo" - No plan needed

- TEXT-TO-SPEECH -
- GUARDIAN ACCESS PREVENTS MISUSE OF TECHNOLOGY
- ECONOMICS/LANGUAGE CAN BE A FACTOR - EQUITY ISSUE
- DIFFERENT BOARDS USE DIFFERENT SYSTEMS - APPS

- COMMON APP FOR ALL SCHOLARSHIP PROFESSIONALS "GOOGLE APPS"

- "REAL TALK" - CAREER SUCCESS STORIES
- "CAREER CRUISING"
- "MY BLUEPRINT"
-( DUAL CREDIT SWAG TEACHERS
  MORE SPECIFIC TABS )